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STRANGE GAMES
Delightful, funny and touching... Strange Games is the show of a great actor, mime, clown and playwright Vladimir Olshansky from Cirque du Soleil and his extraordinary co-stars Carlo Decio and
Yury Olshansky. It should not only be admired but studied. In it you can find Fellini, Chaplin and
Keaton who can be considered the “gender” precursors, which then located in Beckett a new formal
dimension. Olshansky’s show is doubly enjoyable, on one side because it stimulates reflections and
provides historical materials, references and synergies, on the other side for its absolute stylistic perfection, clean movements and emblematic expressions, achieving a synthesis of expression capable of
communicating sic et sempliciter, without words.
				

Enrico Bernard Martedì, 20 Settembre 2016 SaltinAria.it

Strange Games is expressed through the language of Visual Theatre. It develops at the intersection of performing arts and draws on traditions that are universal. The show blends techniques of dramatic art, visual
comedy and a wide spectrum of theater. The narration flows through symbolic parabolas, with movement
and gestural art, where the body speaks as eloquently as the voice, demonstrating its great strengths that can
often mine the emotions that fall in the silences between words. The show does not use words but instead
it utilizes visual images, puppetry, music, irony and humor. Strange Games unveils it’s majesty through the
various stories which make up parts of the immense mosaic of life. Although seemingly surreal and funny,
each story highlights the different aspects of our existence with great human and philosophical depth.

Story and direction by Vladimir Olshansky
In collaboration with: Yury Gertzman,Vladislav Druzhinin,Yury Olshansky, Luciano Pastori
Actors: Vladimir Olshansky, Carlo Decio,Yury Olshansky
Set and costumes: Simon Pastukh (USA) and Boris Boris Petrushansky (Russia, Francia)
Marionettes: Swan - Natalya Lazareva (Russia)
Spider - Paolo Baroni (Italy)
Light design: Stefano Pire Capra
Duration: 1h 10 min (1h 40 with Intermission)
Production: Olshansky Art De La Joie Compagnie Théâtrale
http://www.artdelajoie.com/art_de_la_joie/Strange_Games_show.html
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Vladmir Olshansky is an internationally acclaimed actor, who has toured with Cirque du Soleil’s Alegria as a guest clown
artist, and worked as a principal in Slava Polunin’s Snow Show in Europe’s biggest theaters. In 2006,Vladimir and his actor
and director brother,Yury, in collaboration with Luciano Pastori, created a simple and intimate show, composed of various
sketches, called Strange Games.
Since then, Strange Games has come a long way—participating in several International festivals including the Fringe Festival
in Edinburgh where the show broke the Fringe record, when many of the audiences come back to see it three and even
four times in a row. It was selected by the BBC (BBC Choice). The same success accompanied Strange Games during its performances at Erlangen International Theatre and Art Festival in Germany; at the Cross-Culture Warsaw Festival in Poland;
Big Break International Theatre Festival in Moscow; at the Avignon Festival Off—where it was marked by Marseillese as
“Unforgettable! Magic!” The show was later applauded throughout Italy—at Theatre Furio Camillo in Rome, the Theatre
Puccini in Florence and Theatre ELF in Milan. Over the years, all this has led to a great maturation of the show, as usually
happens when one creates its own dramaturgy, thanks to the numerous rehearsals, improvisations and performances the
show has undergone.
In 2014, to mark the occasion of the completion of the new edition of Strange Games, the brothers Olshansky created the
visual theater company “Art De La Joie” in Paris, France. In 2015 the company has been invited by the La MAMA Umbria
International, Spoleto, Italy, for a residence to perform at their theater Contiere Oberdan (Spoleto). Following the success
at La Mama, Strange Games had its September 2016 premier at one of the most popular theaters in Rome “Vascello,” and in
December at PACTA Arsenale del Teatri in Milano, where the show enjoyed an enthusiastic welcome by both audiences
and critics alike. Today, Strange Games exists as a production with collaboration of internationally renowned artists, from Italy,
France, USA and Russia. “Art De La Joie,” visual theatre
company operates in France and Italy.
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VLADIMIR OLSHANSKY

Author • Actor • Artistic Director

Born in St. Petersburg, Russia,Vladimir exhibited extraordinary comic talent from an early age. He participated in various
theatrical shows and studied theatre with Lev Stukalov (now artistic director of St. Petersburg’s “Our Theatre” (Наш Театр) and
later on with the actor-director Anatoly Shaginian, taking part in his famous Brecht show. In 1970,Vladimir graduated from
the prestigious Moscow School of Circus and Variety Arts. The following years he worked as an actor at the State Krasnoayrsk Drama Theatre with the directors Cama Ginkas, and Geta Yanovskaya, now directors of the State Moscow Theatre
for Youth (ТЮЗ).
Together with internationally renowned Slava Polunin,Vladimir founded the famous theatre company “Licidei.” There he
created numerous One Man shows and performed at the Leningrad’s State Variety Theatre. In parallel he studied directing at
the Leningrad’s State Theatre and Cinema Institute. In the mid-eighties,Vladimir immigrated to the United States and began
working in the world’s first organization of hospital clowns, The Big Apple Circus Clown Care Unit, created by renowned
clown Michael Christensen.
In 1996,Vladimir, with brother Yury and Caterina Turi Bicocchi founded Soccorso Clown, an Italian non-profit performing
arts organization serving the community. In 1997 Vladimir becomes the protagonist of the internationally celebrated Slava’s
Snow Show of Slava Polunin, at the Old Vic theatre in London. In 2000,Vladimir began acting in Cirque du Soleil’s Allegria.
He traveled across the world to perform in Australia and New Zealand and later on the North American tour—New York,
Philadelphia and Canada. In 2014 Vladimir, together with his brother Yury, created the Olshansky Art De La Joie Compagnie
Théâtrale as well as the new edition of Strange Games and a one man show titled iClown, Investigation of Identity.
Vladimir is the author of two books The Path of the Clown:The History of Laughter Therapy (2011) and The Manual of Hospital
Clowning for Professional Performing Artists (Dino Audino edition, Italy, Rome, 2017).

Yury Olshansky

Actor • Director • Author

Yury was born in St. Petersburg, Russia. After graduation in 1972 from Volkov’s Theater Institute, he became involved in
acting, directing and teaching in Moscow and St. Petersburg. Since 1980 Yury resided in New York, where he received the
Master of Fine Arts in Film Production from the New York University. As a US citizen, he became active in acting, directing
and producing for film and TV, and worked with such directors and actors, as Paul Mazursky and Robin Williams, French
director Cédric Klapisch; producer Thomas Brown and director Meg Switzgable. He wrote several screenplays and created
the Olshansky Method (a New Practical Technique for Film and Theater, Complete Guide for directors, actors and writers),
which he successfully teaches in U.S. and Europe.
Together with his brother Vladimir, and Caterina Turi- Biccochi,Yury founded Soccorso Clown – a non-for profit Performing Arts Organization dedicated to the serve the community and the first professional hospital clown organization active
in Italy.Yury is the general director of Soccorso Clown and is also the head supervisor of the hospital clown staff. He is a
co-founder of Olshansky “Art De La Joie” Compagnie Théâtrale as well as a performer in the company.Yury is an author
of various stories published in literary magazines in Russia and the US. In 2014 he published the book of poetry and prose
called Unfinished Dialog, ZebraE edition, Moscow, Russia.

Carlo Decio

Actor

Carlo Decio was born in Lecco. in 2002 he began studying dramatic arts, film acting, mime, voice, commedia dell’arte,
acrobatics and clowning in Rome, L’Aquila and Milan with Mario Gonzalez, Kuniaki Ida, Roberto Citran, Antonio Fava,
Marina Spreafico Eugenio Allegri,Vladimir Olshansky, Annig Raimondi, Claudio De Maglio, Cesar Brie, Scommegna
Arianna, Paolo Rossi, the Compagnia Abbondanza Bertoni, G. and G.Veronesi Longhin and others. He graduated in 2005,
following the J.Lecoq method at the school of the Teatro Arsenale di Milano and followed different courses and studies at
the Paolo Grassi School of Milan. Since 2005, as an actor and puppeteer with the Family of Milan Colla, he performed over
800 shows; mime with Peter Stein at La Scala in Milan and the Teatro Sociale di Como Opera “Tosca.”
In 2012 Carlo performed at the Amateur Actors Theater in Milan with the play “Much Ado About Nothing” by W. S. In
2011 he became a part of the Company Liars Comedians with the Commedia dell’Arte “Li Amanti Tardivi”. With Pozzoli
Gianmarco he performed in “Butterflies in the stomach” for the Teatro Franco Parenti, Teatro out-off. Since 2006 he worked
as a presenter, magician and entertainer. Carlo reached the semi finals at the Premio Scenario with a show that mixes styles
of cartoon, the comedy of art, dance, mime and musical “ We Hope that time will change “ with the Sestospazio group.
With the company “Dual Band” and in collaboration with the Conservatory of Milan creates the “Joseph” musical by
Andrew Lloyd Webber. He collaborated with the Teatro Litta in Milan as an actor in the promotional video of the 2013/14
season. Worked as an actor in several video clips with Panorama, Samsung, Kitkat,Vodafone and Mediolanum, and acted in
short films and TV programs such as “Camera Café”, “Lilith” (Debora Villa), “Italialand” and “Crozza in Wonderland,” Bye
Bye Cinderella 1 and 2,Via Massena.

A metaphysical comedy, expressed in the language of poetry
and dreams… it tells us in a touching and poetic way the
stories of our life, looked upon through the prism of humor
and intelligence.
—Corriere della Sera, Italy

CRITICAL ACCLAIM
Utterly bizarre and utterly playful… successful mix of tragedy and comedy.
Helen Ralston Three Weeks, UK
Strange Games presents life as the Big Farce… their expressions replace any dialogue…
An interactive show that offers a real emotional journey to the public.
Laure Delmoly Arte TV, France
The smile becomes a school of thinking, which speaks without words to tell its poetry, which navigates
between the Florentine beauty and the Slavic tenderness, the sharpness of Rowan Atkinson magic… An
unforgettable show!
Philippe Laroudie la Marseillaise, France
Very enjoyable and highly artistic performance of the three clowns… very impressed audience could not
get enough…fascinating and extraordinary; Praise to Vladimir Olshansky and his two colleagues!
Ann-Kathrin Soder “Arena Spots” Erlangen, Germany
Life depicted in humor... Touching and enjoyable, comic and poetic, these are the components
of the protagonists, brothers Olshansky and Luciano Pastori
Rodolfo di Giammarco, La Repubblica Italy
The show parts from the tradition of the Commedia del Arte to arrive in the world of the metaphysics.
With special attention to the philosophy and grotesqueness of our existence. This is indeed an excursion
into the repertoire of circus and clown art, it tells life’s stories suspended between poetry and humor.
Elio Castellana, Liberazione Italy
Strange Games of Poetry and Freedom. The extraordinary technique of the trio, where the russian style
mingles with the Italian tradition in the sketch which one after the other bring the sense of the southern
light and sun, to exist, to be, from one side and the phenomenon of death from the other side...
there is a touch of the slavic profoundness… here is the kingdom of freedom.
Marcantonio Lucidi, Left, Italy
The show is the result of the years of the experiments and research in the fascinating genre of
the metaphysical comedy… it demonstrated great artistic maturity.
Il Romanista, Italy

